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Abstract This article describes a new approach to creating and securing ubiquitous
augmented reality (AR) systems. Creation of AR presentations in distributed environments,
where AR presentation can be dynamically composed at runtime based on distributed data
sources and the usage context, and where new services can be dynamically added by var-
ious service providers, raises security concerns related to both service access control and
users’ privacy. To address this challenge, a generic architecture for deployment of ubiqui-
tous AR services and an application-layer security protocol, which enforces usage of AR
content according to semantically described usage policies, are proposed.

Keywords Access control · Security protocol · User privacy · Augmented reality ·
Semantic web · Mobile applications · Ubiquitous applications

1 Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) technology enables superimposing computer-generated content,
such as interactive 2D and 3D multimedia objects, in real time, on a view of real-world
objects. Widespread use of AR technology has been enabled in the recent years by remark-
able progress in consumer-level hardware performance, in particular, in the computational
and graphical performance of mobile devices and quickly growing bandwidth of mobile
networks. Augmented reality, with its potential to blend real and virtual objects, creates
new opportunities for building immersive and engaging applications. Education [5, 38, 41],
entertainment [14, 16, 25], medicine [15, 23, 36], and cultural heritage [10, 19, 37] are
examples of application domains in which AR-based systems are increasingly being used.
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Existing AR platforms support mainly two forms of augmentation: directional augmen-
tation – based on relative geographical position and orientation of the user’s device and
fixed coordinates of specific points of interest, and image-based augmentation – based on
image matching and tracking. The advantage of image-based augmentation results from the
fact that synthetic content is directly aligned with a view of real-world objects. However,
due to limitations of the available image matching algorithms, image-based AR applications
are built independently for specific purposes. A user has to install a new application to be
able to access new content. Yet, taking into account the diversity of application domains and
information that can be presented using AR technology, the most promising are ubiquitous
environments, in which different kinds of augmenting content can be contributed by dif-
ferent users and providers. In such systems, AR presentations can be created dynamically
based on the available data sources and the current context, through selection of data and
automatic composition of AR scenes.

To enable creation of ubiquitous AR environments, the concept of Contextual AR
Environments (CARE) has been proposed [32, 33]. CARE enables the creation of AR
presentations, which combine the advantages of both directional and image-based augmen-
tation. In CARE, AR presentations use image-based augmentation, but they are dynamically
composed in real time based on the current context and multiple distributed data sources.
Contextual creation of AR presentations enables access to a variety of data sources, guar-
antees scalability and seamless operation. In CARE, AR presentations are accessed through
mobile devices equipped with a camera and are visualized using a dedicated mobile applica-
tion, called CARE Browser, which is capable of presenting rich image-based augmentations
coming from various specialized services.

The ability to compose ubiquitous AR environments in real time using content and ser-
vices that are dynamically added by non-trusted parties [39], triggers synergy between
different communities of users and various types of service providers (SPs), but at the
same time raises security concerns related to the need for access/usage control for AR ser-
vice/content. Thus, the first goal of this work is to develop a method for building open
AR systems that provide SPs with the means of controlling how, when, where, by whom,
in which context, generally on what conditions, their AR service/content is allowed to be
used, or reused, remixed, recomposed by third parties. Such precise control of AR usage
requires gathering detailed information describing end-users, their attributes, usage patterns,
etc., that often is sensitive from the perspective of end-user’s privacy. Moreover, AR sys-
tems are particularly vulnerable to privacy risks because of always-on sensing and large
amounts of data being processed. Therefore, the second goal of this work is to incorporate
means for maintaining controlled balance between data-hungry security and the privacy of
AR users into the proposed design. The main contribution of this work, namely SA-CARE
(Security-Aware Contextual AR Environments), is a security framework containing:

– application-layer security protocol based on an architecture for interdependent AR
services;

– design of trusted security middleware;
– semantic representation of access/usage control policies for AR content/services and

privacy policies for AR end-users;
– identification and detailed description of the use case scenario for the proposed system.

The protocol assures access control that is fine-grained, since precise semantically
described AR usage policies are employed, and – at the same time – access control that
is comprehensive, due to taking into account the interests of all stakeholders, namely
end-users, scenario providers, trackable object providers, multimedia content providers
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and business dataset providers. It allows interoperability of usage policies of AR ser-
vices, and therefore decentralized deployment of loosely-coupled ubiquitous AR systems.
Furthermore, it preserves user anonymity and privacy according to their preferences.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the current state
of the art in approaches to building interoperable AR systems and the challenges related to
AR data security. Section 3 introduces the conceptual architecture of the SA-CARE envi-
ronment, which enables creating secure ubiquitous AR environments, describes proposed
architecture and access control protocol, discusses its security properties, and provides
information about the implementation. Section 4 describes an example of application of the
proposed approach in a smart city environment. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Context-aware AR systems

In spite of the current success of AR technologies, many practical applications have a spe-
cific purpose and are used in a specific domain. Moreover, the lifetime of such AR systems
is relatively short. Applications of this kind do not allow for experiencing AR presentations
in a continuous and contextual manner, i.e., regardless of where the user is located (indoor
or outdoor), what kind of device type is used, and taking into account user preferences
and needs. Thus, new data models and approaches are required to go beyond the standard
techniques of development of AR applications as we know today, to develop continuous,
adaptive, and context-aware AR systems. For instance, Schmalstieg and Reitmayr argued
that ubiquitous AR systems require independence of the data model from specific applica-
tions, and to deal with it, a semantic model of geo-referenced data can be used [34]. The
authors derived a data model that allows a suitable degree of semantic reasoning for mobile
AR and described how it can be used in urban navigation. Reynolds et al. discussed future
directions for mobile AR applications [29] – in particular – how Linked Data can be used in
mobile AR browsers for enhancing the reality with information about local points of inter-
est. The authors argue that semantic web technologies can be used for dynamic selection
and integration of data from different sources. Furthermore, the use of a cloud of Linked
Open Data, such as GeoNames, LinkedGeoData, and DBpedia, can provide a wide range
of contextual information for mobile AR browsers. The authors also state that the browsing
experience with Linked Data is similar to what we know when we surf the internet using
standard web browsers. Another example of using semantic web technologies in an AR
system has been presented in [1]. The authors developed a location-based outdoor applica-
tion that combines Linked Data with domain-specific cultural heritage content. The mobile
application explores and visualizes data provided by a back-end server based on a user’s
GPS location. Hervás et al. presented a ubiquitous AR information system describing con-
text information with the semantic web and QR codes [11]. The authors developed a general
model for transforming the physical location of objects into a virtual representation. In order
to adapt synthetic content presented in the user interface, the solution requires collecting
data provided by an accelerometer and digital compass. QR codes are used to provide data
corresponding to a user’s location. Nixon et al. demonstrated the SmartReality platform that
combines AR and semantic web technologies in the entertainment domain [26]. The goal
of this AR system is to use Linked Data to provide information about places and events in
the vicinity of the user’s location. The system uses metadata to select the most appropriate
information.
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To date, a number of context-aware AR applications have been developed. For instance,
in [18], the Argon AR browser has been presented, which permits presenting AR content
from multiple sources. Argon has been used in various domains such as cultural heritage
and community-based AR applications [35]. A contextual approach for indoor navigation
using semantic web AR technology has been presented by Matuszka et al. [20]. Similarly
to the solution presented by Hervás et al., QR codes are used for recognizing coordinates
of indoor locations that are further processed by a server responsible for providing seman-
tically described location information (passages, corridors, exits, etc.) associated with the
QR codes. Additionally, the server computes possible paths between two different loca-
tions using SPARQL queries. The QR codes are also used for visualization of 3D arrows
indicating the direction to a chosen location. In [21] authors present an architecture of a
semantically enriched location-based AR browser. On the basis of the user’s geographical
location, client application retrieves RDF data from DBpedia. The AR interface visualizes
2D annotations representing selected RDF data.

Also, noteworthy tools to model ubiquitous AR applications have been built using web
interfaces. For instance, one of the crucial parts of the OutdoorAR framework is a web-based
authoring application, in which a user can browse, modify, and manage geo-located scenes’
information [17]. With this tool, a user is also able to create a new AR scene by specify-
ing the characteristics of the scene, uploading related media assets, and placing them on a
map. Finally, these media data can be retrieved by a mobile application that implements the
OutdoorAR framework. Another approach, presented in [31], allows users without program-
ming skills to create interactive AR presentations on mobile devices directly on-site. Last,
but not least, the designers can also use commercial web-based applications, such as Layar
Creator, Wikitude Studio, and Aurasma Studio, to rapidly prototype contextual AR expe-
riences. On the other side, popular low-level libraries such as ARToolKit, Vuforia, ARKit,
and ARCore can be used to build AR applications – however, to incorporate contextual
approach within the application, sophisticated programming skills are required.

2.2 AR data security

Data security risks are much higher in ubiquitous AR than in regular systems because of
continuous mode in which AR systems operate. Complex AR applications require always-
recording feature, which can lead to data aggregation phenomenon [12], related mostly to
temporal and spatial accumulation of raw visual data that can be privacy-sensitive. It also
raises the risks related to user location disclosure (identity privacy, user’s position privacy,
user’s movement path privacy) in the context of user anonymity, unlinkability of user’s
actions and the strongest requirement of complete unobservability of user actions.

Mobile AR systems employ new input techniques such as voice or gaze-tracking tech-
nologies. Usage of these methods, while running multiple applications simultaneously,
produces new data security threats related to inaccurate identification of the application that
is in focus and should receive input [30]. This threat is even more significant since multi-
ple AR applications expose their APIs to each other and users can share multimedia content
between these applications.

Generally, in order to preserve data security in AR systems, access to users’ data can
be limited by different techniques – separately or as their combinations: policy-based
techniques, e.g., formalized XACML security policies; privacy-preserving querying, e.g.,
based on database anonymizing techniques; techniques dedicated to mobile solutions, e.g.,
spatial cloaking, etc. However, constant progress in AR techniques in conjunction with
the development of mobile infrastructures poses a challenge for the existing systems. In
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particular, content processed by multiple AR services interacting dynamically with each
other in a mobile environment and provided by distributed SPs cannot be sufficiently
protected by current access/usage control approaches.

The most distinguished standardization effort in the domain of protecting the usage of
multimedia content is MPEG-21 REL – a rule-based access control language [40]. Unfor-
tunately, the digital item representation, which is the base for this model, is not expressive
enough to support interactive AR presentations with spatially-sensitive composite content
contributed by different SPs. Generic languages developed to allow modelling of attribute-
based access control, such as XACML [22], despite their usefulness in many multimedia
protection scenarios, do not support spatial constraints. XACML has spatial extension called
GeoXACML [27], however, mainly due to its two-dimensional nature and lack of AR inter-
action protection, GeoXACML is not sufficient for AR frameworks. The same applies to
GEO-RBAC [4].

It has to be noted that there exist general-purpose security protocols, such as SAML 2.0
[6] and OAuth 2.0 [9], that are designed to control access to distributed data or services.
Partially they could be utilized as basic building blocks in the process of designing and
implementing a secure framework for distributed AR services (e.g., SAML for authentica-
tion or OAuth for authorization). However, alone they do not constitute a holistic approach
that is required for domain-specific service protection, taking advantage of semantically
represented security policies.

There is also AR-specific research on data security focused on user privacy protection.
Due to the novelty of the problem, many works only point to forthcoming research direc-
tions, but do not present any solutions. An example is [7], in which OS-level access control
to AR objects, such as human face or skeleton, is discussed. Other researchers focus on
providing AR-specific location privacy [3], however, they propose anonymization-based
approach only.

3 Securing contextual AR environments

3.1 SA-CARE architecture

Contextual AR environments consist of AR presentations, which are not static as in typical
AR systems, but are dynamically composed based on the usage context, including user’s
preferences and privileges, location, time, device capabilities, previous actions, etc. Typi-
cally, contextual AR environments are ubiquitous. For example, a user can walk around a
city and observe relevant augmentations using a mobile device equipped with a camera and
a dedicated browser application. A contextual AR system, called CARE, has been presented
in [32, 37].

To enable dynamic composition of AR presentations in CARE, four types of semantically
described elements are used. The first type of elements is a trackable object, which is a visual
marker representing the real-world objects that can be augmented. The second type of elements
is a content object representing 2D and 3D multimedia content to be presented in relation
to the markers. The third type of elements is a dataset related to business services provided
in AR environments. The last one is an AR scenario describing the course of presentations,
i.e., objects being presented, spatio-temporal relationships between the objects, and their
behavior. In general, those four types of elements are independent from each other and may
be offered by various SPs in a distributed architecture. Discovery and matching between the
particular elements of AR presentations are possible based on semantic web techniques.
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Both the real-world objects being tracked and the synthetic content being presented
depend on the used AR scenarios. For positioning of synthetic content, the browser captures
images from the camera and detects trackable objects. Synthetic content is generated based
on content objects and datasets. The content objects are media objects (i.e., 2D, 3D, audio,
video), while the business datasets are structured data related to the execution of business
processes. The datasets can be visualized in an AR environment, and can also be used to
control the flow of presentations.

The dynamism underlying creation of AR presentations in CARE with the use of dis-
tributed independent data sources requires comprehensive consideration of security aspects.
This includes usage control policies (impacting both users’ access to services and services’
access to users’ data) for trackable objects, content objects, datasets, and scenarios; con-
sistency of presentation data and metadata, as well as privacy of users’ actions. Below, we
present a security-aware extension of CARE, SA-CARE.

The main building blocks of the SA-CARE framework are depicted in Fig. 1. Ubiq-
uitous AR environments are created in the form of AR Presentations rendered within
the SA-CARE Browser, which enables a user to interact with the presented content. All
components of AR presentations are provided by respective services: Trackable AR Ser-
vices, Content AR Services, Dataset AR Services, and Scenario AR Services. Available
services must be registered in the Semantic AR Service Catalog. The catalog – together
with security-critical system components, i.e., the User Assertion Provider, the Semantic
Policy Decision Point, the Domain Knowledgebase and Ontologies – form the SA-CARE
Security Middleware. The particular components of the architecture are shortly presented
below.
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Fig. 1 The main building blocks of SA-CARE
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– Trackable AR Services – provide trackable objects, which are binary representations of
physical objects. Trackable objects are used for tracking physical objects, which can be
augmented with multimedia content. Those services are usually provided by owners of
physical objects represented by the trackable objects, e.g., museums may share photos
of the cultural objects held in their collections, advertising agencies may publish images
of advertising posters.

– Content AR Services – provide content objects, which are used for augmenting physical
objects and enabling user interaction. Content objects include 3D models, 2D images,
video, audio, and text. Providers of those services can be entities which are either the
owners of physical objects being augmented or entities independent of the owners of
physical objects providing third-party content.

– Dataset AR Services – provide datasets consisting of texts and numbers retrieved
from IT systems of business entities interested in providing services through AR pre-
sentations. Business datasets are structured to enable their automatic processing. In
general, data retrieved from dataset AR services are not directly visualized within AR
environments, but they can be transformed into a multimedia form (e.g., 2D images,
3D models) for visualization. Also, datasets can be used for modifying visual, spa-
tial, temporal and behavioral features of AR presentations. Dataset AR services can
be provided by various entities: the owners of physical objects, multimedia content
providers or other independent entities such as educational institutions, tourist agencies,
municipalities, etc.

– Scenario AR Services – provide AR scenarios, which specify visual, spatial, temporal
and behavioral features of AR presentations. Scenario AR services can be offered by
different entities, but most often they are business or public entities that are interested
in the development of an AR interface to their services.

– Semantic AR Service Catalog – stores semantic descriptions of both the available ser-
vices and the data provided through these services. These data are made available in the
user’s context, which may consist of time, location, user preferences, the status of busi-
ness services, etc. Given a query sent by the browser, the service catalog responds with
the addresses of AR services (trackables, objects, scenarios and datasets) that satisfy
the query conditions.

– User Assertion Provider – provides digitally signed assertions proving authenticity of
the values of the user attributes. User Assertion Provider uses internal user database,
external data sources or UC Ontology (Usage Control Ontology) to verify claims, if it
is required.

– Ontologies – AR Ontology describes concepts and relations between objects used to
model generic AR scenes and interactions. UC Ontology describes security-related con-
cepts and relations. Domain ontologies describe domain-specific concepts and relations
that constitute a base for the Domain Knowledgebase. All these ontologies constitute
common vocabulary and formalism used for building semantic UC policies for AR sce-
narios, trackables, content and data objects, for building semantic user privacy policies,
and for building Semantic AR Service Catalog. Last but not least, they are used by the
Semantic Policy Decision Point in the policy evaluation process.

– Domain Knowledgebase – in the Domain Knowledgebase, knowledge consistent with
the above-mentioned ontologies is stored, describing particular AR services. The
Domain Knowledgebase is a data source for the Semantic AR Service Catalog, and for
the Semantic Policy Decision Point.

– Semantic Policy Decision Point – evaluates the UC policies and users’ privacy policies
taking into account user attributes, ontologies, and the Domain Knowledgebase.
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Fig. 2 Steps of the protocol of security-aware semantic usage control for AR

3.2 Access control protocol

To ensure data security and user privacy in ubiquitous contextual AR environments, an
attribute-based access control protocol for AR services has been developed. The protocol is
used in conjunction with the proposed architecture described in Section 3.1 and depicted in
details in Fig. 2. The protocol consists of a number of steps – as presented in the architectural
diagram and the data flow diagram in Fig. 3. Execution of protocol steps from the first
to the last one (with possible omissions of optional steps) is named protocol course. In
practical use cases the protocol is employed multiple times with more than one course (e.g.,
Section 4.2).

For the clarity of presentation, the diagrams do not show technical messages, which do
not influence the logic of the data flow, e.g., digital signature verification steps are inten-
tionally omitted. Also, the procedure of the secure scenario authoring is regulated by a
separate protocol, which is out of the scope of this work. As a prerequisite, the SA-CARE
Browser registers itself at the User Assertion Provider and proves its attributes through a
secure channel.

The protocol of semantic usage control for AR consists of the following steps:

1. An SA-CARE Browser requests an AR scenario from a Scenario AR Service (this
request is denoted as the initial request).

2. The Scenario AR Service responds with either an AR scenario in the case of a publicly
available scenario (and then it ends the message interchange process) or a request for
a list of selected user attributes that are necessary to evaluate a usage control policy.
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3. The SA-CARE Browser requests the Semantic Policy Decision Point for decision
whether providing the Scenario AR Service with information about itself is allowed
according to the Semantic User Privacy Policy. The requested attributes and the
privacy policy are sent to the Semantic Policy Decision Point.

4. The Semantic Policy Decision Point evaluates the privacy policy with respect to the
initial request.

5. The user, after authentication with a certificate, requests from the User Assertion
Provider digitally signed user assertions confirming values of the attributes.

6. The User Assertion Provider responds with digitally signed user assertions proving
authenticity of the values of the requested attributes together with a timestamp.

7. The SA-CARE Browser requests the Semantic Policy Decision Point for decision
regarding the initial request. In the request message, the SA-CARE Browser sends also
user assertions obtained in the previous step.

8. The Semantic Policy Decision Point requests the Scenario AR Service for the usage
control (UC) policy.

9. The Semantic Policy Decision Point receives the UC policy for the scenario from the
Scenario AR Service.

10. In some cases, knowing the semantic policy and the user attributes is enough for the
Semantic Policy Decision Point to evaluate the policy with respect to the initial request.
However, generally it is required to query the trusted Domain Knowledgebase.
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11. The trusted Domain Knowledgebase sends back the facts required by evaluation
process of the policy with respect to the initial request.

12. The Semantic Policy Decision Point evaluates the UC policy with respect to the initial
request. The digitally signed result (“allow” or “deny” assertion with a timestamp) is
sent back to the SA-CARE Browser.

13. Having the “allow” assertion, the SA-CARE Browser passes it to the Scenario AR
Service.

14. In the response message, the Scenario AR Service sends the requested AR scenario
back to the SA-CARE Browser.

15. An AR scenario may contain semantic rules that specify trackable objects, content
objects, datasets, and other referenced AR scenarios, which are to be used within the
scenario at a specific context. Therefore, the SA-CARE Browser sends these semantic
parameters to the Semantic AR Service Catalog.

16. The Semantic AR Service Catalog performs reasoning based on semantic data from
the Domain Knowledgebase and responds with URIs of the required trackable objects,
content objects, and datasets.

17. In the subsequent steps, based on the protocol pattern described above (steps
#1-#16), the SA-CARE Browser obtains required data from Trackable AR Services,
Content AR Services, and Dataset AR Services.

The most important difference of the data flow in the 2nd course of the protocol concerns
usage control to the trackable objects, content objects, and datasets according to their UC
policies. Before the evaluation of such policy in the step #7 (in the 2nd or subsequent
courses of the protocol), SA-CARE Browser sends to the Semantic Policy Decision Point not
only user assertions, but also scenario “allow” proofs (obtained in the step #12 of the 1st

course). Therefore, the Semantic Policy Decision Point “knows” the context of the trackable
objects / content objects / datasets usage (knows the scenario in which it is going to be
used), and UC policies, constraining their usage in specified scenarios, can be evaluated.

3.3 Security analysis

Implementations of the proposed framework potentially can be a subject of a number of
various attacks on a number of security attributes. However, as the main goal of this work is
providing the solution for AR service access control and user privacy protection, attacks in
lower layers of the system, implementation-dependent attacks or denial-of-service attacks
are out of the scope of this analysis. If confidentiality and authenticity of the messages are
secured in the communication channels by means of effective Authenticated Encryption,
the passive attacks can be used only to reveal anonymous metadata related to service usage
(type of service, when, how long) with standard network/packet analysis. As for active
attacks in the application layer, they could be aimed at poisoning the knowledgebase to
influence the authorization decisions. This is the main challenge related to the proposed
approach: maintaining constant trustworthiness of the knowledgebase (and, to less extent,
ontologies) during its lifecycle through automated verification of its consistency with actual
implementation of AR services and content. Replay attacks on access control are ineffective
due to usage of signed timestamps in step #6 and step #12. Other possible active
attack schemes include colluded SPs trying to depict detailed profile of a user by exchanging
information about his or her attributes confirmed with collected assertions. This kind of
attack can be circumvented by appropriate rules defined in advance by the user in his or her
Semantic User Privacy Policy, if the user anticipates the collusion risk. Similarly, attempts
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to harvest user assertions with numerous artificial SPs (Sybil attack) can be mitigated with
semantically represented rules in privacy policies.

Main advantages of the proposed protocol and architecture for the AR-specific access
control are:

1. Fine-grained access control. The authorization decisions are based on the custom and
precise attributes (assertions) taking into account AR specificity.

2. Broad range of access control. SPs can limit the usage of their services and content
according to specified attributes of end-users as well as specific attributes of other SPs
(e.g., trackable object provider vs. scenario provider conflict of interests).

3. Interoperability of the usage control policies. Interoperability is provided due to semantic
representations of policy rules, as opposed to low-level technical values or parameters.

4. Applicability for decentralized processing in large-scale and ubiquitous (e.g., city-
wide) AR systems:

– AR scenario providers are independent from trackable object providers, data
providers and content object providers. Specialized services can be developed and
separation of concerns is maintained.

– SPs can take advantage of a trusted semantic AR catalog created as an element of
the trusted infrastructure.

5. User anonymity and privacy preservation. Due to enforcement of the semantic privacy
policy with the provided middleware, end-users can control what data and metadata
can be, also indirectly, obtained by SPs – when, by whom, and in what context. Also,
the employed attribute-based access control (as opposed to role-based) and user identi-
fication based on unlinkable short-term pseudonyms protect the confidentiality of user
identities (user privacy).

3.4 Implementation

The SA-CARE approach has been developed on the basis of the service-oriented archi-
tecture paradigm. SA-CARE enables semantic modeling of AR environments dividing
responsibilities between loosely coupled services distributed on the internet. The services
are consumed by software clients running on mobile devices of users, who can move freely
in ubiquitous environments. Complex and intensive computation of semantic processing is
executed on the server side, while real-time rendering of AR presentations is done on the
client side.

The prototype system implemented based on the SA-CARE approach consists of the
SA-CARE Browser application and a number of RESTful services. The services include:
Semantic AR Service Catalog, several Scenario AR Services, and a number of Trackable,
Content, and Dataset AR Services.

– Client side. The SA-CARE Browser is a client application that runs on a user’s mobile
device and is responsible for communication with AR services and real-time rendering
of AR presentations. The SA-CARE Browser is built on top of the OpenGL ES library
[13], which allows to render content objects and data objects provided by diverse ven-
dors. To recognize and track planar images in real time, the SA-CARE Browser uses the
Vuforia computer vision library [28]. The application collects data from various devices
such as: Bluetooth (via the Altbeacon library [24] that provides APIs responsible for
getting notifications when beacon devices appear or disappear in the sensing range),
GPS (via Android Location Manager to obtain geographical position of end-user), and
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also from Android OS and Vuforia to retrieve knowledge about the type of device that
is used by an end-user.

The application is based on the REST architectural paradigm and can communi-
cate with multiple distributed AR services. The SA-CARE Browser converts arbitrarily
complex Java objects into their JSON representation and vice versa with the use of the
GSON library [8] while communicating with AR services. The application has been
implemented in Java and runs on the Android platform.

– Server side. The architecture of SA-CARE’s server is based on Spring and Apache
CXF frameworks. The server side is built on top of the Apache Jena SPARQL library.
The system consists of a number of RESTful SOA services. The services essential
to creating AR presentations are: Scenario AR Services and Semantic AR Service
Catalog, which automatically communicate with each other and with the SA-CARE
Browser.

The performance of a system built according to the proposed framework strongly
depends on the performance of the reasoning in the Semantic Policy Decision Point real-
ized in the step #12 of the protocol. The reasoning (specifically inference) performance
depends on the ontology size and even more on the ontology complexity, as well as on the
reasoner itself. For the inference, Apache Jena OWL reasoner is employed. Jena OWL rea-
soner is slower than the Jena RDFS reasoner about 3-4 times [2]. Thus, if performance issues
become critical in a given application, one way of performance improvement is migration
to Jena RDFS reasoner on pure RDFS data. The other way is to apply Jena OWL Micro rea-
soner, which is intended to be close to RDFS performance while also supporting the core
OWL constructs. Also, for large-scale deployments, Apache Jena TDB repository should be
used for high-performance storage and query.

4 Use case

In this section, an application example demonstrating the practical use of the proposed
approach to develop a secure ubiquitous AR environment is described.

4.1 City-wide AR exploration scenario

The use case concerns AR-based exploration of cultural events in a city. The exploration is
realized as a two-stage process. In the first stage, a city-wide AR scenario, published by a
municipal culture service, is used. The scenario uses trackable objects in the form of com-
mon markers visible and recognizable from a far distance, such as bus stop signs, bookshop
signs, and other institutions’ signs, which are augmented with interactive multimedia con-
tent designed to attract user attention (Fig. 4a). When a user activates an interaction element,
a second-stage AR scenario is loaded to the SA-CARE Browser.

For example, on a bus-stop shelter several city light boxes are installed. The boxes are
maintained by an advertising agency, which uses them for showing advertising posters of
their clients. When a user points a smartphone towards a bus stop sign, a new AR scenario,
specific to the advertising agency, is started.

One of the city light boxes contains a movie poster downloaded as a trackable object in
the second-stage scenario. In the SA-CARE Browser, the poster is augmented with addi-
tional data, which allows users to view information and multimedia content related to the
movie (e.g., a trailer, a storyline, user reviews, cast), as well as to buy a ticket for a movie
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Fig. 4 Example of AR scenes in an SA-CARE environment

in a cinema (Fig. 4b, c). The AR presentation is created using trackable objects, content
objects, and datasets contributed by different providers:

1. The providers of scenario AR services are the following:

– municipal information services for the city-wide exploration scenario;
– an advertising agency or other entity involved in the development of interactive

multimedia presentations.

2. The providers of trackable AR services are the following:

– municipal information services providing first-stage scenario trackable objects;
– a movie distributor or an advertising agency that can create a trackable object based

on a poster image provided by the distributor.

3. The providers of content AR services are the following:

– a digital art agency (a movie distribution company) providing multimedia data
related to the movie (e.g., a trailer, photos);

– an advertising agency or other entities providing multimedia content required to
build a user interface for AR scenarios.

4. The providers of dataset AR services are the following:

– popular movie websites providing reviews and user opinions on movies;
– cinemas providing information on tickets for movies and the services for buying

tickets online.

The AR presentation (Fig. 4) is composed of four elements: movie trailer, ticket price,
buy ticket button, and movie rating. A user can interact with the AR presentation, e.g.,
he/she can play the movie trailer by tapping on the play button. An electronic ticket to a
cinema can be acquired by tapping on the buy ticket button.
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4.2 Data flow in the scenario

The protocol described in Section 3.2 is employed multiple times in the presented use case
– it is used as a basic building-block for message interchange. This section illustrates how
it proceeds in the case of AR-based exploration of cultural events in a city.

Initially, the SA-CAREBrowser – based on recorded user preferences – requests a generic, city-
wide exploration AR scenario from a municipal information service. The requested scenario
is public, so it is sent back directly to the client (cf. protocol step #2 – public case). The sce-
nario requires trackable objects, i.e., images of bus stop signs and content objects, i.e., interaction
elements enabling activation of the second-stage scenario. The required trackable objects
and content objects are obtained by the browser from municipal trackable services and
content object services, based on public policies (simple two-step protocol version).

After collecting the required trackable objects and content objects, the generic scenario
is executed by the SA-CARE Browser. When the user points his/her smartphone towards a
bus stop, an interaction element (a button) is overlaid, enabling activation of the second-
stage scenario. If the user clicks on the button, a new AR scenario, specific for bus stop city
light boxes, is requested. However, in this example the new scenario requires age proof and
non-anonymity proof as a part of the usage control policy (step #2). The browser veri-
fies whether disclosing these attributes violates the user’s privacy policy (steps #3-#4),
and, if it does not, obtains assertions proving authenticity of the requested attributes (steps
#5-#6). Next, the browser requests an authorization decision from the decision point
(step #7), which – after reasoning based on the user assertions and the usage control pol-
icy (steps #8-#9) – sends the decision assertion back to the browser (step #12). In
the presented protocol course, querying the Domain Knowledgebase (steps #10-#11)
can be omitted. Then, the decision is passed to the scenario AR service, which can be
offered by an advertising agency maintaining city light boxes located at bus stops (steps
#13-#14).

The AR scenario requires trackable objects representing posters, and for each poster a
number of content objects and datasets, such as trailers, photos, cinema ticket prices, and
user reviews – in the case of a movie poster. These objects are not hard-coded in the scenario
as URIs of the pre-selected services, but they are selected using semantic rules. These rules
are evaluated by the Semantic AR Service Catalog (steps #15-#16) that either has the
required knowledge regarding the services and their providers or uses external knowledge
sources from the Domain Knowledgebase, e.g., about movies. In the subsequent courses of
the protocol, a trackable object of a movie poster is obtained from a service provided by a
movie distributor, content objects (trailers, photos) are obtained from services offered by a
digital art agency, and datasets (cinema ticket prices and user reviews) are obtained from
cinema services and movie critics portals.

In the presented example, a movie distributor, as a part of its semantic usage control pol-
icy, restricts the use of its trackable objects within scenarios to advertising agencies which
are bound by a legal agreement (this constraint contains no hardcoded service URIs, but
is again expressed semantically). Therefore, the knowledgebase querying precedes the pol-
icy evaluation (steps #10-#11 are not omitted in this protocol course). Similarly, a
movie critics portal, in its semantic usage control policy, allows the use of its data (user
reviews regarding a particular movie) only within scenarios that are directly referenced by
scenarios provided by municipal information services (anti data harvesting policy), which
is also expressed semantically. Thus, in the case of semantic usage control policy for busi-
ness datasets, the knowledgebase querying precedes the policy evaluation, in the steps
#10-#11 of its protocol course.
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When a user points a smartphone camera towards the movie poster, due to the scenario
running on the smartphone, the poster is augmented with trailers, photos, user reviews and
ticket prices. Also, the user can tap on the augmenting buttons, in order to buy cinema tickets
using appropriate business services.

5 Conclusions

The presented SA-CARE approach enables development of a new class of augmented reality
applications in which security constraints are applied in the process of dynamic creation
of interactive AR presentations. The approach is based on semantically-modeled access
control policies, combined with “privacy-by-design” system architecture and a protocol that
separates stakeholders’ duties and reduces the attack surface. The implemented and tested
prototype system proves the validity of the theoretical model.
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